observed nucleotide sequence x. The parameters of these methods are trained to maximize the joint likelihood of training examples. CRFs (Lafferty et al., 2001) are probabilistic frameworks for labelling and segmenting sequential data. They consist of an undirected graphical model that defines a single distribution over label sequences given a particular observation sequence. An example of a very interesting biological problem is the one related to Transposable Elements (TEs). Computational techniques have been developed for systematic genome annotation of TE families, such as homology-based, structure-based, de novo, and comparative genomic methods (Bergman & Quesneville, 2007) . Homology-based methods are supported on detecting similarity to known TE protein-coding sequences using prior knowledge acquired based on previously identified TE sequences (Agarwal & States, 1994; Kurtz et al., 2000) . Structure-based methods bear prior knowledge about the common structural features shared by different TEs that are required in their mobility processes (Andrieu et al., 2004; McCarthy & McDonald, 2003) . These two methods can include HMM, stochastic grammars, and CRF approaches. De novo method essays to find TEs using repeat regions in genome without considering prior information about TE structure or similarity (Bao & Eddy, 2002; Campagna et al., 2005; Edgar & Myers, 2005; Pevzner et al., 2004) . Comparative genomic methods (Caspi & Pachter, 2006) seek for insertion regions where multiple alignments of genome sequences are disrupted by a large insertion in one or more species. Applying filtering and concatenating, insertion regions are then locally aligned by similarity with all other insertion regions to identify repeat insertion regions. However, all of these methods have presented limited success. Some available computational resources for TE discovery and TE detection are summarized in (Bergman & Quesneville, 2007) . We intend to present in the following sections a few examples of biological problems and solutions that can be used to attack them, from simple strategies to alternative ones.
Bioinformatics: Simple Solutions and Challenges
Depending on the features of the biological problem being treated, relatively simple solutions from, for example, Computing area can be sufficient for helping to solve it. Thus, in some situations, it is interesting, more immediate, and simpler to think in strategies that can consider the use of existent bioinformatics tools created for other purposes and not to solve the specific problem under investigation, avoiding the development of a new tool with functionalities similar to others. Next, we present two examples of this situation.
An Immediate Approach for Polymorphism Identification
Polymorphisms are related to the insertion, deletion, and substitution of one or more nucleotides in a DNA strand (Bell, 2002; Bentley, 2000) , events that can occur during the duplication process of these strands. Two important and common types of polymorphism are the so called SNP -Single Nucleotide Polymorphism, which is related to only one nucleotide, and the InDels, when there are insertions and deletions of more than one nucleotide. SNPs constitute until 90% of all human genetic variations and occur, in average, each 1000 pairs of nucleotide bases in human genome (Bentley, 2000) . SNPs are very important genomic elements and can be related to several genetic diseases. Polymorphisms, in general, have received much interest from the specialists in genetic enhancement researches aimed at www.intechopen.com Bioinformatics: strategies, trends, and perspectives 127 plants and animals. They can be used as molecular markers and for species evolution studies. When verifying alterations in sequences from different genomes, the natural way to detect SNPs/InDels is to do this in two separate steps: (a) to align the DNA sequences of interest and (b) to verify possible differences between them. A new bioinformatics tool can be developed for executing both steps in order to make this detection process more accurate and, mainly, faster. However, a problem associated with the development of a new algorithm and its related computational tool is that all the implementation process can take a long period of time and the created tool can produce initially suspicious or unexpected results, demanding new hours of test execution and coding maintenance before the tool can be considered useful and trustful. Thus, instead of developing a new computational program for aligning sequences (the first step inside the process described above for SNP/InDel identification), an immediate solution is to use already implemented and well-established computational tools aimed at aligning sequences. There are several bioinformatics tools for aligning sequences that can be used in processes of SNP/InDel detection; two examples are CAP3 (Huang & Madan, 1999) and Phrap (Phrap, 2009 ) assembler programs, well-known and largely used in several genomic projects, that align sequences and join them in groups making easier and faster the analysis process. It is important to say that similar tools aimed to analyze the alignments must be developed in both cases, whether either a new tool is implemented for doing the alignments or an already existent assembler program is used. This strategy of using an existent assembler for doing sequence alignments has been used for several research groups and inside complete applications aimed at SNP identification (for example, Matukumalli et al., 2006; Savage et al., 2005; Tang et al., 2006) . The Group of Bioinformatics of Rio Claro (GBIRC) has developed a computational system aimed to help specialists involved in SNPs (and InDels) analysis processes. We also have used the approach described above. For this, the system uses CAP3 for sequence alignment and our Perl scripts parse the results verifying possible differences between sequences. These scripts also extract all the information of interest from the results and insert them in a relational database (the use of a relational database facilitates information recovery and analysis of the results). Whether the number of putative polymorphisms detected in the process is great, the system can provide ways to do a selection of part of them based on specific criteria (for example, type of polymorphism, size, and location in a sequence), reducing the number of SNPs candidates to be analyzed. All this process is executed in an automated way. The system was implemented for the web platform, allowing collaborative work between remote researchers. The system and its DEMO can be found at http://gbirc.rc.unesp.br/snpcomp/.
Transposable Elements: A Challenge in Genomics
Repeat elements are a significant part of almost any genome. Repetitive sequences can be primary divided into three classes: local repeats (tandem repeats and simple sequence repeats), families of dispersed repeats (mostly Transposable Elements (TEs) and retrotransposed cellular genes), and segmental duplications (duplicated genomic fragments).
TEs are a heterogeneous class of genetic elements that vary in structure, mechanism of transposition, and choice of target sites. They are known by a variety of names, including controlling elements, cassettes, jumping genes, roving genes, mobile genes, and mobile genetic elements. In recent years, much evidence has been found that repetitive sequences play a crucial role in various biological processes of eukaryotic genomes (Craig et al., 2002) . Thus, the computational identification of repeats is currently receiving much attention. However, because of the mobile character, the traditional repeater finders cannot give satisfactory results in TE analysis and it is necessary more complex and robust models for this purpose. The great importance of TEs for molecular mechanisms and genome evolution has generated increasing interest in developing methods and tools for more efficient, sensitive, and accurate discovering, classifying, detecting, and visualizing workflows of TEs in gene sequences. The amount and variety of TEs that can be found in a genome boast fundamental and huge challenges to genome sequencing, assembly, alignment, and annotation processes. The problem of repeat type classification is not well-defined (Kapitonov & Jurka, 2008; Wicker et al., 2007) and the development of computational algorithms to deal with it is still a hard task, despite some heuristic approaches have been attempted with some results. The main challenges for these approaches are to distinguish TEs from all other repeat classes and to identify distinct TE families. By turn, TE discovery and detection are influenced by other types of genomic repeats (simple repeats and segmental duplications). Despite the TE classification used in projects around the world, some classes of TEs have remarkable features in their structures. Two examples are LTR class (TEs that present a Long Terminal Repeats) and TIR class (TEs presenting Terminal Inverted Repeats). For these cases, we could say, it is not difficult to produce computational applications for detecting these repeats -all is need is to search for repetitions, inverted or not, of character strings. But, for several other TE classes there is little (or even no) evident characteristic in their composition that could be used properly to construct computational tools. However, for all TE classes, a simple solution can be used in order to overcome the lack of more evident characteristics. In some public databases, such as the NCBI GenBank (GenBank, 2009), the TIGR (Ouyang & Buell, 2004) , and Repbase (RepBase, 2009), we can find a lot of sequences that have been characterized as TEs. These sequences can be downloaded and separated into classes. Thus, a simple approach to identify TEs can be considered: to align new (target) sequences against the known TE sequences, searching for similarity between them and classifying the target sequences as possible members of one of these classes. In a similar way to SNP identification, we can develop a new bioinformatics tool for doing sequence alignments and verification of similarities. But, as described before, we have to consider the problems associated with the development of a new algorithm and its computational tool. Again, an immediate solution is to use already existent and wellestablished computational applications for doing both tasks. For this, a very useful tool is BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) . BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) is a set of programs, largely used in so many genomic projects, that aligns a query sequence against known sequences of an available genomic database and reports their similarities using two metrics, called e-value and score, showing the alignments. Thus, BLAST can also be used for the identification of TEs inside a new set of genomic sequences. Another very useful bioinformatics tool that can be used for this purpose is RepeatMasker (Smit et al., 2009) , an application that searches for repeats using its associate database of sequences, including of TEs. Several projects that intent to identify TEs have used these applications (BLAST and RepeatMasker). It is the case of our group. GBIRC has implemented SATEComp, a computational system aimed at helping specialists to analyze TEs. Initially, SATEComp used only BLAST. Although BLAST and RepeatMasker use similarities for identification of TEs, due to some reasons (preference of use, for completing the results produced by BLAST, etc.) we have opted for including the execution of RepeatMasker in our environment as well. Perl scripts developed by our group parse the results of both applications, extract all the information of interest and insert them in a relational database. The results are presented to the user in a tabular format facilitating the visualization and comparison of them. All this process (alignments with BLAST and RepeatMasker, extraction of information from the resulting files and insertion in the database) is executed automatically by SATEComp. This automatic computational pipeline allows a faster and more reliable identification of TEs in several genomes. Thus, our system can be used as a tool for performing comparative studies considering different organisms, task that would be quite complex and laborious if it was made by manual annotation procedures. The system was primarily constructed for the web platform. Thus, researchers remotely located can work in a collaborative way inside a same project. More about SATEComp can be found in (Fischer et al., 2008) and on Internet at http://gbirc.rc.unesp.br/satecomp/, that includes a DEMO of the system. Another possible way to detect TEs in genomic sequences is through the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). An HMM (Sean, 1998; Krogh, 1998 ) is a finite set of states, each of which is associated with a (generally multidimensional) probability distribution. Transitions among the states are governed by a set of probabilities called Transition Probabilities. In a particular state, an outcome or observation can be generated, according to the associated probability distribution. HMMs have helped to solve some problems in molecular biology, in special as probabilistic profiles of protein families. An HMM can be used in order to search possible members of a particular protein family inside a new genomic database. One form of constructing an HMM for this purpose is to align known sequences of the family and capture information about each type of amino acid considering each column of the alignment (in other words, counting the number for each amino acid present in each position of the alignment). Thus, the HMM generated could be compared with each target biosequence. Since HMMs can be used for identification of members of protein families, it is natural to think in applying them for detection of members of TE classes. Several groups have considered applying HMMs for doing this work (for example, Andrieu et al., 2004; Juretic, 2004; Urgi, 2009) , again, including our group. HMMER (Hmmer, 2009) is a computational application that has been successfully used for constructing HMMs and searching for known proteins in a new database. All that is necessary is to provide HMMER with the sequence alignments. Our group has executed several tests using HMMER with representative sequences of TEs. We observed that in some cases the results produced by HMMER were complementary to the ones generated by SATEComp. Thus, we decided to incorporate the HMM approach in our system in order to have more precise and reliable results inside the same computational environment. However, there is a problem with this approach where we need representative sequences: new TE sequences can be lost in the analysis process due to the lack or weakness of www.intechopen.com
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similarity between the target sequences and the sequences included presently into a class. Moreover, discovering of a new class of TEs is not possible using this approach because we must have the representative sequences of TEs for the alignments. Thus, other solutions for the construction of auxiliary tools in analysis processes of TEs, and to help in several other types of biological problem, must be proposed in order to obtain results more complete and reliable.
Recent Development of Natural Computing Techniques in Bioinformatics
Despite the great contributions Genomics and Proteomics have received from using algorithms and techniques developed in other areas, for many biological problems, the consideration of simple techniques is not enough due to the involved characteristics and conditions or the absence of additional knowledge about the problems. For these cases, it is necessary to develop new approaches or consider the application of more sophisticate already existent ones such as some solutions from Computational Intelligence area. Also, even for problems that have been already treated in Bioinformatics, there is a lack of more efficient, sensitive, and accurate tools. So, it is necessary to propose alternatives to treat a problem in a more efficient manner, developing strategies to attack it properly. In last years, Natural Computing methods have been applied to many fields of Bioinformatics (Fogel, 2008; Hassanien et al., 2008; Masulli & Mitra, 2009 ), such as protein structure prediction, protein folding simulation, microarray data analysis, and gene regulatory networks modeling. Natural Computing is a branch of the Computational Intelligence area that extracts ideas from nature to develop computational systems for problem solving which is related to optimization, data processing, and analysis techniques. Among the many approaches within computing inspired by natural and biological principles, the most well-known ones are Neural Networks (Haykin, 1999) , Fuzzy Systems (Pedrycz & Gomide, 2007) , Evolutionary Computing (Michalewicz, 1998) , Swarm Intelligence (Bonabeau et al., 1999) , Immunocomputing (de Castro & Timmis, 2002) , and Simulated Annealing (Kirkpatrick, 1983) . Neural Networks are motivated by the highly interconnected neural structures in the brain and the nervous system. Fuzzy Systems are based on an extension of traditional logic in order to represent uncertainty and qualitative reasoning. Evolutionary Computing (i.e., genetic algorithms, genetic programming, and grammatical evolution) uses concepts of mutation, recombination and natural selection from biology. Swarm Intelligence (i.e., including particle swarm optimization (Eberhart et al., 2001) , ant colony systems (Dorigo & Blum, 2005) , and bee hive algorithms (Baykasoglu et al., 2007) ) mimics the emergent collective behaviour of groups of simple agents (like social insects, birds and fishes), that result from the local interactions of the agents with each other and with their environment. Immunocomputing (or artificial immune systems) is inspired by the principles and processes of the vertebrate immune system. Simulated Annealing stems from an analogy between the way in which a metal cools and freezes into a minimum energy crystalline structure. The main applications of these methods refer to tasks as signal processing, classification, clustering, feature selection, optimization, data visualization, data mining, and information fusion. Protein structure prediction (PSP) and protein folding (PF) problems are currently some of the most interesting problems in molecular biology. Intelligent techniques have been applied to these problems, like as Neural Networks (Pollastri et al., 2002) , Evolutionary Computing (Pedersen & Moult, 1997; Cutello et al., 2006) , Fuzzy Systems (Blanco et al., 2002) , Immune Systems (Nicosia, 2004) , Swarm Intelligence (Bahamish et al., 2008) , and Simulated Annealing (Simons et al., 1997) . DNA sequence alignment is an important operation in Genomics and Proteomics that consists of finding similarity between genome segments. It is very useful, for instance, to study functional, structural or evolutionary relationships between organisms, to investigate gene regulation, and to predict the function of novel genes within any species. This task has also received contribution of these innovative techniques as Ant Colony Systems (Chen et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009 ) and Genetic Algorithms (Nguyen et al., 2002; Shyu et al., 2004; Jangam & Chakraborti, 2007) . The automatic motif discovery problem is a multiple sequence local alignment problem that involves the search for approximate matches. Motifs are conservative sequence patterns among the regulatory regions of correlated genes. A number of natural computing approaches have been proposed to handle the problem, including Neural Networks (Mahony et al., 2006) , Genetic Algorithms (Hemalatha & Vivekanandan, 2008; Kaya, 2009; Venugopal, 2009) , and Swarm Intelligence (Lei & Ruan, 2008) . Pattern discovery, DNA mapping, gene identification, and sequence labeling form challenging computational problems in Bioinformatics. Such problems can be treated with methods for data classification, detection, segmentation, clustering, or prediction. Again, Natural Computing approaches demonstrate to be useful for such purposes. Different techniques were used to accomplish these tasks, such as Neural Networks (Li et al., 2003; Mateos et al., 2003; You & Liu, 2007) , Genetic Algorithms (Quesneville & Anxolabéhère, 2001; Pereira et al., 2009; Jacob et al., 2009) , Immunocomputing (Wang et al., 2008a-b) , Swarm Intelligence (Zhang et al., 2007; Greene et al., 2008) , and Simulated Annealing (Filippone et al, 2005 (Filippone et al, , 2006 . Detecting repetition by sequence alignment methods is relatively easy. However, TE identification problem is notoriously difficult because the processes of TE evolution remain questionable. The moving ability, coding capacity, duplicating process, and mutation dynamics of TEs are not well understood and are still debated. The integration of diverse computational tools and techniques for a comprehensive analysis of TEs is still an open challenge in Bioinformatics. The problem of automated TE detection and classification seems to be deranged and jumbled. A systematic algorithmic procedure using the traditional methods appears to be unable to perform the covering of the variety of TEs' sequences and families. Thus, more adaptive procedures, including intelligent and versatile strategies, can furnish further improvements in accuracy of computational tools because different repeat compositions may demand adjusting of parameters in genome analysis. Natural Computing is a promising framework for TE prediction, providing ability to capture dependencies and to incorporate non-probabilistic evidences and heterogeneous data. Nevertheless, despite of the great number of intelligent methods and approaches being used in several problems of the Bioinformatics field, the application of natural computing in TEs is still only bashfully investigated (Quesneville & Anxolabéhère, 2001; Langdon & Banzhaf, 2008) . Our explanation makes contribution to Bioinformatics by calling attention to this important issue. More systematic studies of promoting natural computing as a whole for handling genome repeats are desirable.
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On the other hand, traditional HMM can also take benefit of intelligent computing techniques to increase the model capability and improve its performance in different genomic problems. Some hybrid models were already developed incorporating Fuzzy Logic (Collyda et al., 2006 (Collyda et al., , 2007 Bidargaddi et al., 2008) , particle Swarm Optimization (Rasmussen & Krink, 2003) , and Genetic Algorithms (Won et al., 2004) approaches. There are several general concepts underlying many approaches in natural computing, like parallelism, adaptation, distributivity, interactivity, emergence, self-organization, feedback, etc. Yet, the employment of natural computing in genome problems goes far beyond such features. Regardless of applying a specific nature inspired computing method or using hybrid strategies with traditional methods to solve biological problems, there are other aspects related to this approach that can contribute to obtain models to both represent biological knowledge and predict the characteristics of biological systems, enhancing the quality and accuracy of solutions. Other aspect is the ability to capture interactions among data and variables. For these reasons, we believe that natural computing seems to offer fruitful contributions for this field and even to be extended to address problems not considered here.
Innovative Hardware and Architecture Solutions for Bioinformatics
Several research groups have dedicated much effort in trying to develop bioinformatics tools that would be executed faster than similar existent ones. There is no doubt that it is very important to develop new "faster" software. However, it is necessary to propose solutions in terms of hardware as well, be as a dedicate and complex computational architecture or as a relatively simple but specialized device, in order to treat specifically genomic problems intending to reduce the processing time -for example a hardware aimed at DNA sequence comparison. In the same way we described before for software, we present below some hardware and architecture solutions that can be considered with the objective of reducing the processing time and, consequently, the response time for tasks related to genomic analysis. Maybe the most natural way to aim that objective is to execute several processes simultaneously, a very common form of obtaining faster answers. One example of hardware solution for reducing the response time is the one used by the National Center for Biotechnology Information -NCBI, USA. NCBI provides a public service where users can request searches in its molecular sequence databases with the BLAST tool. Daily, thousands of requests must be served, requiring high availability and high performance from the NCBI computers. A "simple" solution used by that center was to distribute BLAST searches across multiple worker nodes (as they say): each node is responsible for searches in only part of a database, reducing significantly the response time for the requests (Blast, 2009). Several other groups have applied known computational approaches similar to that used by NCBI, in special, the ones involving computer clusters and parallel processing. On the other hand, some non-traditional computing approaches have been presented by other groups. For example, consider the following. The information generated in sequencing processes has been stored in computer files as sequences of nucleotides. Each sequenced DNA nucleotide can be represented as a character (A, C, G, T) and inside a computer as one byte, a set of eight bits. Since every bit can assume one of two values (zero or one), using eight bits, we can obtain 256 different combinations, that is, 256 distinct characters.
However, for a strand of DNA, it is necessary only four combinations (four characters), what can be represented using only two bits. With this approach, it is possible to fit four characters in each byte, reducing the size of each sequence file to one fourth of the original size. This approach can be used as a simple form of reducing the size of DNA databases and the space necessary in storage devices. Also, for several types of biological problems, less space in computer main memory will be required for processing data in that format. Moreover, since all the data set is smaller, a greater number of data (nucleotides) can be transferred between storage devices and main memory in each access, reducing the number of accesses necessary to those devices (that are considered slow) and, consequently, the transfer time. However, probably the main benefit of this approach is that it can help in reducing the processing time of biosequences. Certainly, the most common operation when treating DNA sequences is comparison of nucleotides, which is used in searches for patterns, in sequence assembly processes, when aligning sequences, and in several other activities related to genomic sequences. In the current model of comparing two sequences, one nucleotide of a sequence is compared to one nucleotide of the other sequence. It means that one byte with one nucleotide is considered at a time in each comparison. Using the approach described above, four nucleotides into each byte of each sequence will be considered in each comparison, allowing to compare a greater quantity of nucleotides in each operation, reducing the total processing time. Some works have been presented considering approaches similar to the described one. For example, Krishnamurthy and colleagues in (Krishnamurthy et al., 2007) describe about the design of BLASTN (the version of BLAST for nucleotides) for their architecture Mercury. However, some (more) complex architectures have been proposed for reducing the processing time. For example, Hasan and colleagues in (Hasan et al., 2007) present an overview of various global and local sequence alignment methods describing about some considered architectures.
Conclusion
In this chapter we intended to present indications of forms to solve, or at least to help to solve, some important problems in Genomics. Depending on the characteristics of the biological problem being treated, simple and traditional algorithms from, for example, Computing area can be very useful to solve it. However, in many other situations, more sophisticate techniques must be considered in order to help to understand more complex problems and then to try to propose solutions, both in terms of software and dedicate hardware. 
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